
TL2900 Electric Wire-Bind Finisher
Wire binding is faster and easier with this smart electric 

finisher. A dual load-and-crimp station eliminates the extra step 
of moving documents for loading. Just hang the spine, load 
the paper and close with the touch of a button. LEDs guide 

production by showing status at a glance.
About Wire-Bind technology: This high-tech spine takes

any presentation to the next level. It lets pages lie flat
for 360º rotation. And, it permanently binds documents,

so you can be sure pages stay in place.
Features include: LED guide indicators, spine-size

settings for faster operation, adjustment knob for fine-tuning 
spine closure, wire holder for easy spine loading,

angled surface for easy loading and paper alignment.
Binds documents up to 12”

ElEctric FinishErs

PB2600 Electric CombBind® Finisher
This high-capacity, electric finisher binds up to 300 presentations in 
an hour. Just set your spine size and get it done in three quick
steps. Simply push the button or foot pedal to open, load
pages, and push again to close.
About CombBind® Spine Technology: This is our most
conventional binding option. The spine lets pages lie
flat, and you can easily make edits with a
CombBind® binding system.

Features include: LED spine-size indicator, 
adjustable knob for fine-tuning while binding,
“no-flip” Spine Stopper holds large spines in place, 
standard push-button and foot pedal operation,
angled surface for easy loading and paper alignment. 
Binds oversized documents up to A4 sizes.
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CI12 Electric ColorCoil® Inserter
This electric finisher makes it simple to turn out perfect

Color Coil® presentations in record time. A unique,
adjustable dual-roller system quickly threads the coil

through punched documents. Built-in dual crimper
cuts and crimps both ends in one step.
About Color Coil® Spine Technology:

Color Coil® adds energy to reports and
proposals, and demands attention.
This spine always keeps its shape

with bounce-back flexibility. It lets pages lie flat
with 360° rotation for convenient note taking and 

photocopying. And, it permanently binds, so documents
stay organized. Features include: multiple spine-size settings 

for faster operation, adjustable cutting and crimping for secure 
results, ergonomic lever ensures smooth and easy crimping.
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P2000 ProClick Closer
Modular design brings added value to your binding

operations. Using ProClick® spines, the ProClick® Pronto™
P2000 is designed to complement the robust, high-capacity

GBC® punches already in place at many corporate and
commercial printing operations. ProClick® Pronto™ adds the

functionality of automatic binding with professional
ProClick® binding spines. With the simple press of a button
the ProClick® Pronto™ dramatically improves workflow and

productivity while producing great-looking documents.
ProClick® is the gold standard in document binding.

Features include: pre-loaded 20 spine cassettes to eliminate
the need for loading individual binding spines, modular design to

meet tight deadlines, small footprint,  simple one button operation,
intuitive LCD interface provides easy-to-follow instructions, document

sizer ensures the correct spine selection and maintenancee-free operation.

CC2700 Electric ColorCoil® Inserter
The dual-action roller system gets spines through punched sheets with 
reliable ease, and three adjustable spine-size settings ensure instant 
accuracy. A built-in spine former shapes stacks for easier
binding. Includes an easy-to-use crimper hand tool, which
cuts and crimps the spine in place.

About Color Coil® Spines Technology: For a professional
appearance and to add excitement to presentations,
use these colorful binding spines. Color Coil® keeps
its shape with bounce-back flexibility. And, 360º rotation
lets pages lie flat - perfect for taking notes and
photocopying. 

Features include: electric binding for increased productivity,
dual-action rollers for increased speed and accuracy, built-in
storage for spine cutter/crimper hand tool, crimper hand tool included.
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